going over to Mrs. Barrows' and she is going to take me around all part of the city today. To-morrow, Mattie has next week off and she will go around with me. Shall not go out to see Aunt Sizzi until the last of my visit. Shall be out to Herndon probably Saturday or Sunday and learn here the next Monday morning.

Must stop now and write to Mr. Dunn.

Love to all Harris.
Got breakfast in Boston. Left there at nine o’clock, taking the Colonial Express, stopped at Providence, New Haven, London, New Haven, Bridgeport & Harlem. Rode there in 100 of the ferry and must around 7:45 passing under both of the big suspension bridges. Could see the Flatiron building and many of those 21 story buildings. Landed at Jersey City I made no stop until Philadelphia. The train was late and so many stations were passed where they usually stop.

We just flew from Philadelphia. From Baltimore to Washington made in 45 minutes. It generally takes an hour and half minutes so when we got air did not find anyone to meet us until I found Ed. C. Matthews & Dr. B., sitting down in one corner waiting for a train they did not expect for a half hour. They were surprised enough to have us walk up to them in the station.

This morning I am.